Indigenous Strategy Timeline 2018 - 2020

- kēhē-ayak and oskâpêwak
  - CANCELLED DUE TO COVID

- Indigenous undergraduate and graduate students
  - Naming, protocols with kēhē-ayak and oskâpêwak

- Indigenous undergraduate and graduate students
  - kēhē-ayak and oskâpêwak

- Indigenous undergraduate and graduate students
  - CANCELLED DUE TO COVID

- Indigenous undergraduate and graduate students
  - kēhē-ayak and oskâpêwak

- Indigenous undergraduate and graduate students
  - CANCELLED DUE TO COVID

- Indigenous community to USask senior leaders

- Indigenous undergraduate and graduate students
  - Presentation of strategy as validated by Indigenous community to USask senior leaders

- Indigenous strategy draft development
  - On-line review and validation of feedback with Indigenous Staff, Faculty, and Students

- Indigenous strategy draft development
  - On-line review and naming of strategy with kēhē-ayak and oskâpêwak

- Indigenous strategy media launch and cultural gifting at the University of Saskatchewan

- Indigenous communities and organizations

- Indigenous staff and faculty

- Indigenous undergraduate and graduate students

- Indigenous strategy draft development

- Indigenous strategy draft development

- Indigenous strategy draft development

- Indigenous strategy draft development

- Indigenous strategy draft development

- Indigenous strategy draft development

- Indigenous strategy draft development